Revealing Huawei Watch GT And
New Sports Bracelet ‘Terra’:
Filtered Characteristics
Hello, World
Welcome to our next article, in this article you will know &
notify about wearable devices like a name of Huawei watch gt
new sports smartwatch and about their features, price &
release date and lots more so lets read.

Revealing Huawei Watch GT and
New Sports Bracelet ‘Terra’:
–
Just a few days ago we were saying that Huawei had obtained
certification from the FCC for its next premium smartwatch,

the Huawei Watch GT.
Although at that time had also come to light some features of
this new watch with Wear OS of the company, now finally know
most of its specifications and we even have some promotional
images of the watch.

On the other hand, along with the new GT filtration, Huawei
Watch also found out that the company is preparing to launch a
new sports bracelet Huawei called Terra, though for now, it
seems that this name is not definitive but it is a simple
nickname. Below we reveal all the details that have come to
light during this weekend exclusively through the Amazon.

Smartwatch Huawei Watch GT: Main
features –
First, it seems that the new Huawei Watch GT, also known as
Fortuna, will come with a 1.4-inch AMOLED round screen that
boasts a resolution of 454 x 454 pixels. The smartwatch will
have a diameter of 46.5mm, while its thickness will be 10.5mm,
slightly less than the Apple Watch Series 4.

On the other hand, it seems that the next Huawei watch will
have a GPS sensor, a heart rate meter, and a digital compass.
As expected, it will also have resistance to water, it will be
submersible and could even monitor swimming sessions.
But perhaps the most outstanding feature of the Huawei Watch
GT will be the presence of a technology called Huawei
TruSleep, which will provide users with the possibility of
discovering interesting information about their sleep and
their way of resting. In addition, thanks to a collaboration
with Firstbeat, the company will give users a virtual
instructor for the running sessions.

According to the promotional content that has come to light,
it seems that the Huawei Watch GT will have a range of up to
14 days of continuous use or about 7 days with the screen mode
Always On activated. All these thanks to its 410 mAh battery.
But when activating the GPS, its autonomy will be reduced to
only 20 hours.
Although this information has not been mentioned, we believe
that the Watch GT will also feature the new processor Qualcomm
Snapdragon Wear 3100, which is designed to optimize the
autonomy of OS Wear watches. Otherwise, it would be very
difficult to achieve this autonomy of 14 days of continuous

use.

Fitness bracelet
features –

Huawei

Terra:

Main

Along with the Huawei Watch GT, the company will apparently
also introduce a new fitness bracelet dubbed Huawei Terra.

This bracelet will bring a 0.95-inch AMOLED screen, a GPS
sensor and a heart rate meter. In addition, it will also boast
a great autonomy of up to 14 days and will have a design with
water resistance.

Prices and release date –
The new Huawei wearables would be announced on October 16 as
part of an event during which the company will also present
its new flagship smartphone, the Huawei Mate 20 Series and the
Freebuds 2 Pro headphones.
After the launch event, sales of the new devices would start
sometime in November, with prices of about $ 275 for the
Huawei Watch GT and $ 140 for the Huawei Terra sports
bracelet.

I hope you like, I thank You For Reading at fixingeek.com
Stay Tuned with FixinGeek And Comment Below if you have any
question in your mind we happy to Help you…
take care… Cheers

